
WALL MURAL INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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IMPORTANT WALL MURAL TIPS

CHECK SHIPMENT

MEASURE CAREFULLY

INSTALL

WALL PREPERATION

 
DO NOT Install over a freshly painted surface 
DO NOT Install over a dirty or damaged surface  

DO NOT Install on a textured surface 

All labels shall be checked for accuracy by the installer to ensure that the shipment is received as ordered. 
If any discrepancy is found, Murals Your Way should be contacted immediately.

Clean Surfaces: Prior to installation, clean the wall surface with a 
warm damp cloth to remove any dust and then let the wall dry completely.  
All hanging surfaces must be clean, smooth, dry, undamaged, free of mold, 
mildew, grease or stains as well as structurally sound. Loose paint or other 
wall coverings must be removed to ensure good adhesion. In order to ensure 
maximum smoothness of installation, nail heads, nicks, gouges, and other 

walls, drywall joints should be taped, mudded and sanded smooth. 

Wall Surface:

 
 

 A smooth wall surface is recommended 

 

 when install ing Wallcovering . 

For a successful hanging job, it is essential that your wall covering be hung straight. Mark 

mark out the dimensions lightly in pencil on the wall using a level and tape measure to create a straight center line and 
make sure that the area is level. Use only a lead pencil for marking walls. Do not use ballpoint or marking pen; they will 
bleed through the surface. 

1. Install “Panel #1” by carrying your panel to your wall. Peel back the liner paper a few inches, smoothing the  

  

 liner paper all at once. 
2.   

3.  Leave up to one inch overage for trimming along the ceiling line.  

4.  Line up the edge of your wall covering to your vertical plumb line. 



5.  Slowly and evenly peel back the liner a few inches at a time and apply. Consider having another person  

 hold the bottom of the panel as you work your way down and apply the rest of the panel. 

6.  Using the smoothing tool included in your  order, carefully smooth all wrinkles and bubbles outward,   

 until they are removed. Do not use pressure. Simple light strokes work best. Be careful not to stretch the mural  

 while positioning. If wrinkles or bubbles appear, simply peel back the panel and reapply that section.  

7.  When the panel is positioned correctly, sweep your smoothing tool across the panel from the center outwards,  

 working out all air bubbles. Trim at the ceiling and baseboard with a sharp razor blade and broad knife. 
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 PLEASE NOTE: Every mural is printed with a 1/2 inch overlap. Do not butt panels.
 

 
8.   

 additional panels in the same method, overlapping each panel approximately 1/2 inch and matching up the image.   
 Carefully smooth out all bubbles as you go. 

1/2

ONE PANEL

THREE PANELS

FIVE PANELS

25”X120” 25”X120” 25”X120” 25”X120” 25”X120”

9. If the mural is larger than the wall space, cut along the corners or edges of the wall using a sharp razor blade
 and straight edge as a guide. Make long cuts, without lifting the blade. Step back and enjoy! 
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